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South Africa’s diverse economy, strategic role in Africa and political history create a unique business and regulatory
environment. The Dentons South Africa Newsletter will help you keep abreast of issues that affect doing business in,
from and with South Africa. Every month this newsletter will provide you with a collection of articles, alerts and
guidelines from our offices around the world.
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Illicit outflow of capital from South Africa eliminated by statutory duties placed on
directors
March 28, 2019

This article expands on the topic of illicit outflow of capital activities, with specific focus on South Africa, the spotlight
falling upon directors. The article is relevant as it considers the fiduciary duties of directors vis-à-vis their delinquency.

Public policy updates in Kenya
March 28, 2019

A number of public policies have been amended in Kenya. In this article we discuss important public policy updates
which are of commercial interest, namely: the Amendment to Law of Contract Act, affordable housing initiative,
Corporate Ownership, Capital Markets and Nairobi's International Financial Centre.

The new protection of trade and business secrets
March 20, 2019
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Finally, German parliament is about to vote on the draft Act on the Protection of Business Secrets (Gesetz zum
Schutz von Geschäftsgeheimnissen). Find out more about the lengthy genesis and the provisions of this important
piece of legislation that is about to change the protection and enforcement of trade and business secrets in Germany
fundamentally.

New tax reform comes into force in Nicaragua
March 4, 2019

Law No. 987, Law of Reform and Additions to the Law No. 822 the Tax Concertation Law, came into force with its
publication in a special edition of The Gazette, Official Newspaper of Nicaragua, on February 28, 2019. According to
the recitals of the law, the purpose of the reform is to secure the tax revenue to continue with the increase of the
country's fiscal and macroeconomic stability.
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